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ABSTRACT

He discuss the dynamical breakdown of chiral symmetry in a

finite Abelian gauge theory using a variational approach for

the effective potential for composite operators. He show

that, at least in a variational approach, the fermion either

remains massless or gets a dynamical mass for every non-zero

coupling constant.
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1» INTRODUCTION

Recently there has been great interest in study-

ing chiral symmetry break! .c via the effective potential

for composite operators1, either for four«dimensional non-

Abelian gauge theories2, as for ( 2 + 1 ) -dimensional quan-

tum electrodynamics3. In this work we shall deal with an

Abelian four-dimensional gauge theory.

An important problem in asymptotically non-free

theories is their behaviour in the ultraviolet region. He

shall suppose here, this behaviour is that of the finite

quantum electrodynamics (hereafter referred as FQED) pro*

gram of Baker, Johnson and Willey*. In this case the fer-

mion has sero bare mass but a dynamical mass is generated

as a result of non-trivial solutions of the Bethe-Salpeter

equation (which are related in their approximation to non-

trivial solutions of the Schwinger-Dyson equation for the

fermion propagator). The problem then, is to investigate

if this non-trivial solution is energetically preferred

instead of the trivial one* Essentially, this is a matter

of stability; the system will choose configurations which

have lowest energy, lie expect to be able to determine the

structure of the phase diagram concerning the coupling

constant, in such a way that the existence of a critical

value for the coupling constant will indicate where the

transition from chiral invariant state to a non-invariant

one takes place. For this, we are led to calculate the ef-

fective potential to study the structure of the vacuum

We shall see in the following, that the variational
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method can provide us a stabl« potential. However, for al-

lowed values of the parameters involved, we do not obtain a

critical coupling constant, i.e. either the theory remains in

a symmetrical phase or in a non-symmetrical one for every

non-zero coupling constant.

Cornwall, Jackiw and Tombou li»5 have derived an

effective potential for composite operators depending on

the complete fermion propagator ( G^P) >• 7n* symmetry-

breaking part of G (p) t here denoted by £_(p) , arises

from non-trivial solutions of the linearized Schwinger-

Dyson equation for G^P) # that is just FQED. These solu-

tions are hypergeonetric functions6, but we can obtain their

asymptotic form in the infrared and ultraviolet regions. In

the latter case, an ambiguity arises, since there are two

(asymptotic*) solutions, and it is not clear which is the

physical one. These solutions are known in the literature7

as the irregular and regular solutions because of their

short-distance behaviour in position space. He calculate for

each of these solutions the effective potential in two dif-

ferent situations, according to whether or not the complete

non-linear Schwinger-Dyson equation was used, to cancel some

terms of the effective potential. The variational approach

allows us to preserve some of the non-linear features of

the theory5.

Our calculations are shown in sec. 2 and the con-

clusions in sec.3, in this last section we also make some

comments about other works in this subject.
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2, CIRCULATIONS OF THE EFFECTIVE POTENTIAL FOR COMPOSITE

OPERATORS;

As mentioned before, we discuss in this paper the

problem of chiraX symmetry breaking is FQED using the effec-

tive potential approach for composite operators developed in

ref.S.

The effective potential, calculated from the ef-

fective action for composite operators is (at the two-loop

level)

with

« _

and

=i.Í2£ I SS

with the latter given by all two-particle irreducible vac

cum graphs, calculated in the Hartree-FocJt approximation.

Notice that the Landau gauge must be used for consistency.

After this, using in V^(6^ an<*
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Scp> -

(2.2)

**.-•*< »"-«•-)

we obtain

v(zi)= via) * v4(i)
1 (2.3a)

and

(2 3b,

In th« Landau gauge X.(P) satisfies the following

non-linear Schwinger-Dyson equation

(2.4)

If we linearixe it, that is 21(K) —• constant in

the denominator» «q. (2.4) admits solutions valid for near-

ly all (Euclidean) momenta4'6. Here, we are just interested

in the asymptotic solutions for — pa—» O and -p^-* oG *

(2.5)
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(2.5)

with /±(P) a (-?%**) . Y± • U * O " V€)'-J/a. and

g a M g. 3 C ^ , (notice that O < G < V s ). In (2.5) two

parameters with the dimension of mass appear. The © -para-

meter* fixes the mass scale of the fermion and the JUL -pa-

rameter separates the infrared from the ultraviolet region

of the asymptotic solutions. The introduction of two arbi-

trary mass scales is only allowed because our approach is

a variational one and it will give us a relation between Ó

and JA. i.e. p is considered as a variational parameter

to be fixed by a stationary condition. As usual7, we call <f

-as the regualr solution and / the irregular one.

(Jsing (2.3a,b), (2.4) and (2.5), we. calculate the

effective potential v C £ ) ^ *&* following situations*

a) We can calculate v(£) as appears in eq. (2.3)

using (2.5); we denote it V

b) Using (2.4) as an identity in N^fe) vm obtain

and, if we write Vft.) in (2.31 » ^(iJ + iV^ii) - V^CiJ and

use (2.6) in the tern 0. Vx&) we obtain V 8 ^ ) ^ Vl+A^-\^

and now, the term ^.V^Z.) caiyls the second tern of

in (2.3a) obtaining



r (2*71

with V^í*) given by (2.3b). This for» of the effective

potential can be obtained directly from the effective action

proposed by Gatto and collaborators in ref.8.

c) Finally, if we use (2.4) in (2.3b) we obtain

from (2.3)

VC(r) ai

The physical interpretation for is different

of that for V ' (X) since in it, the non-linear Schwing-

er-Dyson equation, eq. (2.4), was used in all the two-loop

diagrams and, this is equivalent to the stationary condition

for the effective action5, that is íT/fG m ° . Then V C(l)

gives the effective potential calculated at the stationary

point. A «ore details analysis for V (&) it given in ref.

9.

Let u» begin with V*(Z-) . Using (2.3) and (2,5),

and performing the Wick rotation, carrying out the integra-

tion over the angular variables and in the infrared momen-

tum (p<yk) , we obtain
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/ ÇÇtiO

(2.9)

with

3
(2.10)

G3(it,x;c) =

and

with Y^ giv-n ia <2.5).

A nece»««ry bat not sufficient condition to h«v« a

transition from a potential whose minimum is at -U.= O to

another in which the -<"<»»- is at J X / O is that there is
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a chang* of sign in th« potential as we change the coupling

constant. This can be seen already in the limit XL-* O

Expanding eq« (2.9) for JJL« 1 , after doing the integrations,

we obtain the following analytical expression

(2.11)

where

In (2.12) Y* can be IV or >1 .Vüt«i) is given

in Fig.l(a), calculated with the regular (solid line) and

the irregular solutions (dashed line) for two typical values

of the constant 6 • He find, as is partially shown in the

Fig.l(a), that there is no change of sign for all allowed

values of € ( o < « < V«f ). On the other hand, to verify if

the potential has a stable ainimuin it is necessary to calcu-

late V <4O , eq. (2.9), for any value of u 1 0. This was

made numerically and the result is shown in Fig.2(a) for the

regular solution and, in Fig.3 (solid line) for the irre-

gular one. We found that, for all allowed values of € , V ( M )
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(with the regular solution) has a stable origin, with the

fermion staying stassless. for the irregular solution, V (XA.)

is an upside-down well potential which possesses no stable

absolute winiwuw.

The I « M analysis is «ade for V<-u) . in this

case we obtain

f R (JUL) ¥ E iJUL) Was G. <ii#x; €•)

% - _ (2.13)

- -JUL-JUv(H--U.)+JUL2wLi<H. VJU.) (2.14)

with the saoee notation as in eq. (2.10). ToxM.«±. eq. (2.13)

where
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and U X ( O as in (2.12».

In Fig.l(b) we show V(M.«X) , eq.(2.15). In this

casa too, thara is no change of sign in the affective poten-

tial, but now the probable minimum is not at the origin for

both the regular (solid lines) and irregular (dashed lines)

solutions. To determine if in this case there is a stable

minimum, we compute numerically eq,(2.13). In Pig. 2, the

effective potential for the regular solution is shown (dashed

lines) and* as one can see, it is negative and anbounded below,

i.e. we have an unstable tingle-well potential. On the other

hand, V <**•) for irregular solution, as appears in Fig. 3

(dashed lines) gives a stable vacuum, but it remains with this

form for every value of G , i.e. there is no phase tran-

sition from a chiral invariant phase to a non-invariant one.

The above (variational) results lead us to conclude

that the fermions remains massless with the regular solution,

but they become massive for the irregular one.

Finally, we give the expression for vCu.) ,
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(2.18)

As we said before, V Ç L ) gives the effective poten-

tial calculated at the stationary point. As V & . ) is always

tive9»13 for Z ^ O , this implies that the chiral sym-

try is broken3* However, this is not sufficient to determine

critical coupling constant and the stability of the minimum.

we use the variational approach, ViZ.) becomes V (Ml

, we assume the energy density of the vacuum for every

le stationary point, including JUL̂ =. O • After this, we

that V CUL) and V CM.) for the two solutions (2.5),

minimum point in agreement with some point of V ( M ) .

his is shown is rig. 4 for V <"-) with the irregular so-

€-0.oi . For the irregular solution, and

, the only point in which the minimum agrees

utioa and for

Iith V C J M . )

ith same point of V CM.1 is the origin.
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3. CONCLUDING REMARKS AMD COMMENTS

In the last section, w« analyzed the effective poten-

tial for composite operators in FQED, V ' (JUO • *• can see

these two ways os calculating the effective potential, as

symbolising our incapacity to obtain asymptotic solutions

other than those given in (2.5). In both cases to carry on

the calculations until the end we use £(p) given in (2.5)

with p treated as a variational parameter and, as is well

known, the success of the variational method is determined by

the accuracy of the trial functions. After those remarks, w«

hope the readers are convinced that, at least within this

single approach, the only physical significant results are

those combinations of i V f*0 plus the regular solution and

\J (JX) plus the irregular solution.

Some time ago, several authors pointed out that in

Abelian theories, two solutions for the Bethe-Salpeter equation

would be possible, one of them allowing the existence of

GoIdstone states and the other not. The latter corresponds to

the case in which the axial-vector current is not conserved

because of the mass-anomaly** and the Goldstone boson decou-

ples. Our results are cosistent with the situation in which

the GoIdatone theorem is evaded.

We think our results do not indicate that there is

no chiral transition at all in FQED. For example, we shall

show elsewhere*' that if we do not use a variational approach,»

the effective potential changes its sign *ith a critical

coupling constant Ô af 0. b . But on the other hand, also in
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this case, tha results are not conclusive because no stable

bounded below) potential arises. This is not the case for

CD2 but wa recall that in asymptotically fraa theories an

dditional mass parameter, -A^o i» present allowing more

ossibilitias for fixing the parameters appropriatelly.

Ha conclude this work with some comments about

works on this subject.

In QED in four-dimensions ( the effective potential

for composite operators has been used some time ago

Guaynia and Miransfcii*3, but what these authors calculat-

M U the potential here denoted by V (i) . On the other

isr* used a worm intuitive approach, by adapt-

directly the Qolemaa-weinberg15 method to composite

tors. Our results agree, at least qualitatively with

of ref.%15. Bowever, Mannhein did not consider two

contributions as wa did, and wa consider our treat-

of the infrared region mora appropriate.

There ara also studies of chiral symmetry braak-

in lattice QED1* in tha quenched approximation. Those

t* show that there is a critical coupling constant

KJ* O-a°j ) but it is not a universal one and its value

strongly influenced by the short-distance form of the

. For example, with an extended action the value

) arises.

There is an alternative mechanism for studying

breakdown of chiral symmetry in gauge theories,

Irticularlly in QED17, which starts from the analogy bet-
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ween these effects and the generation of electron-positron

pairs in a supercritical Coulomb field. In that approach a

critical value ° f c * - i ( € «- Vcj ) is obtained. We ha-

ve nothing to say about the relation between that approach

and our results just because our analysis is physically li-

mited to O < € < -Í-
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rig.l The effective potential for JUI« I . In

(see eq.(2.11) and in Fig. Kb), V * (see eq.(2.15))

for the irregular (dashad Unas) and regular (solid

Unas) solution, with C^aool and € A= O.i

Fig .2 The effective potential calculated numerically from

eq.(2.9) (solid lines) and from eq.(2.13) (dashed

lines) both for the regular solution, with € «. 0.01

*nd € , s O.a.

Fig.3 The sasa as Fig. 2 with the irregular solution for

6 ^ 0 . 0 1 and € a - O O ^

Fig. 4 The effective potential calculated numerically fro»

eq. (2.13) (solid lines) and V*" from eq. (2.16)

(dashed lines) , for the irregular solution and

ç - o . o i ,
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